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abstract
The morphology of interstitial clusters formed after a collision cascade is an important aspect of their
subsequent evolution. The morphology of the basic constituent components of a defect cluster affect its
morphological transition, interaction and migration. A computational methodology using graph the-
ory to decompose a defect cluster into its constituent homogeneous components, like parallel bundles
of SIA dumbbell/crowdions, rings, etc., is presented in a parallel paper. Herein we analyze 574 clusters
formed in molecular dynamics simulations of collision cascades in W at 100 keV and 200 keV using
three different stiffened inter-atomic potentials. The analysis gives new insights about the different
morphologies and brings forth quantitative differences and similarities between the three potentials
by comparing the distribution of cluster morphologies, their sizes, etc. Such a comparative study of
morphologies can help in development of inter-atomic potentials for different materials that match
with Density Functional Theory and experiments.
keywords: Collision cascades, Radiation damage, Molecular dynamics, Cluster components, Inter-
atomic Potentials
1 introduction
Predictive simulations to obtain material properties due to irradiation can be divided into two broad
multi-scale studies: (i) Modeling the change in the micro-structure of materials due to irradiation and
(ii) Modeling the change in material properties due to the change in the micro-structure. The first step
in modeling the change in micro-structure is to quantify the number of defects, their spatial and size
distributions, and to classify the defect cluster morphologies due to collision cascades initiated by en-
ergetic atoms. This information can then be used as inputs to higher scale simulations that model the
migration, interaction and morphological evolution of these defects [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The
morphology of a defect cluster, the arrangement of its constituent components and their interactions,
all contribute to its thermal stability, migration properties and interaction with other defects.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are widely used to simulate the primary damage caused by
collision cascades [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. MD simulations give a good insight to the atomistic mech-
anisms of defect formation and clustering. They have been used to propose new formulae for the
number of defects created based on physically realistic damage models [18]. Defect clusters from MD
simulations of collision cascades are analyzed to obtain their size distributions, orientations, morpholo-
gies and the ambient defects they form [15, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Such an analysis, other than
giving important insights into the radiation damage at atomistic scales, also helps in (a) providing
inputs to higher scale models, (b) understanding their sessile / glissile nature, (c) understanding the
interaction between them and with each other and with other micro-structures found in solids like
grain-boundaries, line and planar defects, etc., (d) understanding their morphological transitions, and
(e) development of inter-atomic potentials that result in the cluster morphologies that are consistent
with experiments and Density Functional Theory (DFT) based studies [25, 26].
There have been several studies of the defects in bcc W and Fe using MD and density functional
theory (DFT) [25, 27, 21, 28, 29, 30, 26]. In W, it is seen that the stable ground state configuration of
a single self interstitial atom (SIA) defect is a dumbbell / crowdion, oriented along 〈111〉 [25]. These
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single dumbbells diffuse preferentially along the same direction [27]. MD simulations indicate that
body centered cubic (bcc) metallic crystals have an average jump correlation factor of 1.4 [31]. While
majority of SIA clusters formed in collision cascades can be seen as parallel bundles of dumbbells
and crowdions with 〈111〉 orientation packed together, there are many other distinct morphologies
that are prominent e.g. planar rings and C15-like 3D-rings, multiple bundles of parallel dumbbells
and crowdions, randomly oriented meta-stable structures and other complex combinations of these
[21, 28, 29, 30, 25]. The SIA clusters with parallel SIAs in 〈111〉 orientation are glissile in W. Their
diffusivity decreases with increase in size and rotation becomes a rare event resulting in almost one
dimensional diffusion within a grain [11, 32]. Other cluster configurations are sessile [19]. Many of
the sessile configurations are not very stable and change to glissile form even at low to moderate
temperatures while other may remain sessile with considerable lifetimes [11]. The MD study for W by
Wahyu et. al. [30] using Ackland-Thetford potential stiffened by Juslin et. al. [33] (JW) groups all the
SIA clusters bigger than or equal to size 30 into five categories based on the orientations of the loops
and orientations of crowdions comprising the clusters when there are no loops. Another MD study of
clusters in W by Sand et. al. [19] reports some of the sessile clusters having complex configurations that
often have partial parallel oriented dumbbells for the potential by Derlet et al. [34] with the repulsive
part fitted by Björkas et al. [35] (DND-BN). There are similar studies for Fe [36]. There are various
DFT based studies on the stability of different configurations such as different orientations of parallel
SIAs and C15 Laves Phase 3D rings [37, 25]. There are also experimental studies [28] that explore the
configurations of clusters after irradiation. The results of DFT studies and experiments can be used to
validate the inter-atomic potentials used based on the cluster morphologies found at the end of an MD
collision cascade simulation.
Figure 1 shows the different possible morphologies that have been obtained from our analysis of
MD simulations of collision cascades in W [38, 21]. A sessile cluster can be a combination of different
sessile and glissile configurations. Figure 1 (a) shows a glissile loop composed of parallel bundle
of crowdions in 〈111〉 orientation. Figure 1 (b) shows a 〈100〉 loop which commonly shows up as
a component of parallel dumbbells in 〈100〉 direction augmented with a few non-parallel dumbbells
on the fringes mostly in 〈111〉 orientation. In Figure 1 (c) there are three bundles of parallel SIAs in
different orientations rendering the mixed loop as sessile. The cluster in Figure 1 (d) shows a 3D ring
with a symmetry that corresponds to C15 structure. The ring has a crowdion at one end. The C15
clusters are known to be sessile and very stable in Fe upto certain size. The SIAs in a 3D ring are all in
〈110〉 orientation while the SIA forming sort of tail are in 〈111〉 orientation. Figure 1 (e) shows a cluster
with one parallel component augmented with a planar hexagonal ring. In such structures the parallel
component can appear as a dislocation loop and the relatively smaller ring may or may not be identified
as a complex arrangement adjoining it[38]. Same can be observed for clusters with multiple parallel
components (Figure 2 (c)) where some parallel components are small and are not identified as a loop.
The single parallel component that is identified as a dislocation might be oriented in 〈111〉 but still
the adjoining non-parallel components make the cluster sessile . The morphology of the non-parallel
component will have implications on the behavior of the cluster. The transport properties of a cluster
and its interaction with other defects should be a function of size, orientations and proportions of the
different homogeneous components that compose the cluster itself. Figure 1 (f) shows several non-
parallel dumbbells arranged in no particular order. Such configurations are generally non-recurring
and transient. Their rare occurrence implies that these change to known stable forms.
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Figure 1: Different types of clusters found from MD simulation of collision cascades of W, with their constituent
components represented by different color shades. The components themselves are formed of lines
drawn along SIA dumbbell or crowdion axes. The lattice sites that are not part of any dumbbell /
crowdion line are represented as separate gray dots. (a) parallel group of dumbbells oriented in 〈111〉
loop, (b) a main parallel group oriented in 〈100〉 with a few non-parallel SIA lines on the fringes, (c) a
cluster with three different parallel bundles of SIA lines, (d) a single 3D ring corresponding to C15 like
symmetry with an extra SIA appended like a tail, (e) a cluster with parallel crowdions and dumbbells
appended with a hexagonal planar ring on one edge, (f) non-parallel dumbbells arranged in no particular
order.
We have developed a method based on graph theory [39] to define the morphology of a cluster
based on the constituent homogeneous components it is composed of [38]. The method is applied
to study and compare clusters formed in W collision cascades at 100 keV and 200 keV using three
different potentials viz. the potential by Derlet et al. [34] with the repulsive part fitted by Björkas et al.
[35] (DND-BN), the FS potential as modified by Juslin et al. (JW) [33], and the potential by Marinica
et al. [40], stiffened for cascade simulations by Sand et al. (M-S) [29]. The database of MD results
consists of 49 collision cascades at 100 keV and 200 keV using the three potentials (DND-BN, JW, M-S).
We compare the distribution of cluster morphologies and their sizes. The results highlight specific
differences and similarities between the three potentials.
Section 2 describes the MD simulations used to generate the data and a brief mention of the method-
ology to find components of a cluster is also made. Section 3 presents results of applying the cluster
component identification method to the collision cascade simulations in W. Quantitative comparisons
of the distribution of cluster morphologies and their properties across the three potentials are presented.
Conclusion is given in Section 4.
2 methods
2.1 MD Simulations With Three Different Interatomic Potentials
The MD simulations of collision cascades for 100 and 200 keV PKA were performed using the PARCAS
MD code. A PKA was selected from among the lattice atoms of a cubic simulation cell and given the
desired kinetic energy in a random initial direction. Periodic boundaries were used for each cascade.
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Simulations in which atoms with kinetic energy above 10 eV crossed any of the periodic boundaries
were aborted and the initial position of the recoil was shifted further from the border. Temperature con-
trol at 0K was applied to all atoms within three atomic layers from the cell borders using a Berendsen
thermostat [H. Berendsen, J. Postma, W. van Gunsteren, A. DiNola, J. Haak, J. Chem. Phys. 81 (1984)
3684e3690]. Each cascade was followed until the cell had cooled to an average temperature of only a
few K ensuring stable defects. Electronic stopping was considered, with a lower velocity cutoff of 10
eV, using the stopping power tables from SRIM [J. F. Ziegler, SRIM-2008.04 software package, available
online at http://www.srim.org., 2008]. MD simulations of 5 cascades at 100 keV and 5 cascades at 200
keV for JW (Juslin et al.) and M-S (Marinica et al.) potentials and 20 cascades at 100 keV and 9 at 200
keV with the DND-BN (Derlet et al. and Bjorkas et al.) were carried out.
2.2 Method to identify cluster components
A group of defects in a defect cluster, that are all arranged in a specific order, form a separate homo-
geneous component in the cluster. For example the cluster in Figure 1 (e) has two components, one
component being the parallel dumbbells and the other a hexagonal ring. When one has several objects
and wants to represent relations between them mathematically, graph theory is used [41]. The objects
can be considered as nodes or vertices of the graph and the relationship between the objects as the
edges of the graph. In Computer Science, graphs are an abstract data type and there exist well estab-
lished, efficient algorithms to solve various problems using the graph data structure [42]. It provides
basic operations to identify neighbors (which can be a distance measure) and adjacency (which can
be some similarity or relationship measure) of objects, which are useful to identify homogeneous com-
ponents of defect clusters. For example the relationship can be defined as: the two neighboring SIA
dumbbells are parallel or not, to identify the parallel bundle of SIAs. For identifying a C15-like 3D-ring
or its constituent planar ring basis viz. hexagonal ring and tripod / triangle configurations [23, 38], we
can check if the angles between the dumbbells correspond to the angles in the basis configurations. A
graph adjacency matrix defines the connections between the nodes based on a desired relationship.
To group the defects into components, we first find equations of lines that pass through the axis of
a dumbbell / crowdion and assign them as nodes (or vertices) of a graph. To characterize different
type of components, the rules for graph adjacency are defined separately for parallel, non-parallel and
ring arrangements. To further verify ring morphology, we check for cycles in the graph, wherein,
neighboring lines within a specified angle to the original line are traversed, and during the course of
the traversal, if the initial line is reached, a cycle is said to have been completed. The computational
method is described in [38]. It can be used to search for a specific cluster morphology or a specific
combination of morphologies composing a cluster. Given a data set of collision cascades, like the data
from the MD simulations described in the previous sub-section, the method can be used to classify all
the morphologies present in the data-set and statistically study their properties.
3 results
The data generated in the MD simulations using the three interatomic potentials is analyzed to study
the variation of the distribution of defects in various cluster classes identified by their morphologies,
the cluster size distributions in the various classes and differences in their orientation. The ASCII
symbols shown in Table 1 are used to represent the different cluster morphologies. The symbols are
chosen such that they give an idea of the morphology of the constituent components.
3.1 Distribution of defects in different cluster morphologies
Figure 2 (a) shows the fraction of defects that are in clusters (in-cluster defects) in the collision cascades
initiated by the 100 keV and 200 keV PKA, for the three different potentials. Note that despite the
substantial variation in the fraction of in-cascade defects, most of the defects end up in clusters at
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Table 1: Description and ASCII symbol for different cluster morphologies. Examples of each of these are shown
in Figure 1(a-f)
Symbol Description
|| Parallel glissile in 〈111〉 orientation
||−! Single parallel bundle of SIAs in 〈100〉 orientation
||// Multiple parallel bundles that are mutually non-parallel
@ Rings, (C15-like 3D or its planar basis shapes)
@|| Composed of both, parallel SIAs & rings
# Non-parallel & non-ring arrangement of dumbbells / crowdions
these energies of the PKA. It is also seen that for all three potentials, the fraction of in-cluster defects
increases with energy. The in-cluster fraction is maximum for DND-BN and lowest for M-S. We will
see that these morphologies also exhibit different distribution of line orientations later in the section.
Figure 2: (a) Shows the fraction of in-cluster defects for the three potentials (represented by different style and
colors; blue: JW, orange: M-S, green: DND-BN). (b) shows the distribution of the in-cluster defects
in different morphologies viz. (i) glissile single parallel SIAs component in 〈111〉 orientation (||), (ii)
multiple parallel components (||//) (iii) single parallel component in 〈100〉 orientation with a few non-
parallel blocking SIAs (||−!), (iv) planar and 3D rings (@), (v) parallel and ring combination (@||), (vi)
random arrangement of dumbbells (#). The cluster shapes for different morphologies are shown in
Figure 1. (c) shows the fraction of in-cluster defects that are in parallel components which is grossly
same as addition of defects in b- (i), (ii) and (iii), since almost all the defects in these morphologies are
part of a parallel component.
Figure 2 (b) shows the fraction of these in-cluster defects distributed in specific cluster morphologies.
The morphologies are arranged in descending order of the maximum fraction of defects. In general,
DND-BN and JW potential show a similar trend for the distribution of cluster morphologies compared
to the M-S potential. The rings (@) occur noticeably more in M-S compared to the JW or DND-BN
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potentials at all energies (Figure 2 b-iv). Out of the total rings less than 10% are C-15 like 3D rings
and rest are planar ring basis (hexagonal ring and triangle / tripod) and their other combinations. The
structure of 3D rings found, corresponds to the C15 symmetry as shown in Figure 3. The defects in @||
and # are also higher in the M-S potential comparatively. Consequently, the defects in the || components
are very less in M-S (Figure 2 c). The || class drops with energy in JW and DND-BN but rises in M-S
(Figure 2 b-i). The overall fraction in parallel components still increases for all the three potentials
(Figure 2 c) as the PKA energy increases. The drop in single parallel component clusters belonging
to || and ||−! class in DND-BN and JW is compensated by the stark increase in ||// class which are
comparatively very less in M-S especially at 100 keV (Figure 2 b-ii). The ||−! class has maximum
fraction of defects in M-S especially at 100 keV (Figure 2 b-iii).
Figure 3: A cluster found at 100keV showing a C15 like structure consisting of four hexagons joined at 12 vertices
forming a Laves Polyhedron with a crowdion tail appended to it. The color map shows the potential
energy of the atoms.
In Figure 2 despite the qualitative similarities between JW and DND-BN such as the fraction of
defects in parallel components are almost same and classes with parallel components show very similar
trends with energy, there are still a few notable differences. The overall in-cluster defects in JW are
lower. The ||// morphology is almost absent in JW at 100keV while in DND-BN 30% defects are in
this class at 100keV. The number of different parallel components in ||// goes up to six. With increase
in energy the defects in sessile multiple parallel morphology (||// ) dominate in DND-BN with more
than 60% defects while at both the energies JW has around 70% to 80% defects having glissile cluster
morphology (||). The ||−! class also has slightly more defects in JW at 100 keV. There are no combinations
of parallel and ring components (@||) in JW while a few are present in DND-BN.
3.2 Cluster size distribution across cluster morphologies
Figure 4 shows distribution of defects across different sized clusters. The cluster size refers to the
surviving number of interstitials a cluster has. The values are probability density estimates for each
potential. Note that the cluster sizes of non-parallel classes are very small when compared to the
parallel classes ((a), (b) and (c) in Figure 4). The DND-BN potential has big clusters with parallel
components in classes ||, ||−! and especially ||//. The biggest cluster is formed with six multiple parallel
components in 〈111〉 and 〈100〉 orientations both.
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Figure 4: Cluster size distribution for different class of morphologies. The y-axis shows the probability density for
number of defects spread in x-axis marking different sizes of the clusters. The bars and lines show his-
togram bin values and probability estimates, respectively. Different potentials are shown with different
colors.
For M-S potential most of the clusters in || class are of size two. For non-parallel classes the cluster
size distribution is spread out. For JW potential, in class #, there are only clusters of size two. For class
@ almost all are of size two while a small number are of size three. For all potentials, classes @ and #
have good number of clusters with small sizes (sizes 2, 3 or 4).
3.3 Deviation from primary alignments and lattice site non-collinearity
For a single SIA dummbell or crowdion or for parallel bundles of dumbbells and crowdions, it is
expected that the lattice site is collinear with the line that passes through the two SIA atoms that co-
occupy it. The SIA dumbbell / crowdion is ideally seen as aligned to one of the primary orientations
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〈111〉, 〈110〉 or 〈100〉. Recent DFT studies show that an SIA adopts a symmetry-broken configuration
in chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten [43]. For non-parallel dumbbell configurations like basis
of rings such as tripod, we observe that the crowdions are aligned slightly off from these standard
orientations. Moreover, due to thermal vibrations also, there are deviations from these ideal orien-
tations in parallel dumbbells or crowdions. Figure 5 shows these two deviations viz. lattice-point
non-collinearity and deviation from perfect crowdion orientation for the different classes and poten-
tials. The lattice-point non-collinearity value is taken same as the distance (in ) of the lattice point from
the line defined by the two interstitials occupying it. The angular deviation from perfect crowdion
orientation is normalized by dividing the angle with the maximum value of deviation observed i.e. 30
degrees.
Figure 5: Distribution of lattice point non-collinearity and deviation from primary orientation for different classes
across potentials. The violin plot shows the distribution with two different colors vertically. The devia-
tions are lower for classes where parallel SIAs are more. For non-parallel random orientation class (#)
plotted in (d), the deviations are large as expected. Among potentials JW shows the lowest deviations
across the different classes.
The deviation in orientation is least in parallel 〈111〉 clusters (||), followed by ||−! and ||//. For
non-parallel random orientation class (#) plotted in (d), the deviation is large. The non-collinearity of
lattice point follows the same trend, except ||// has slightly higher values than ||−!. The deviation in
orientation seems to be depending on orientation of the SIA, with least deviation in morphologies with
〈111〉 orientations, followed by 〈100〉 and 〈110〉. The non-collinearity can be viewed as increasing with
increase in SIAs having non-parallel neighborhood. For ||//, non-parallel SIAs are present where two
components are interfaced, however in ||−! it occurs when the 〈100〉 SIAs that are in main component
are interfaced with surrounding non-parallel SIAs on the fringes.
Among potentials, JW shows the lowest deviations across the different classes. This behavior by JW
is consistent with strong preference for clusters with parallel SIAs and almost negligible preference for
other arrangement of SIAs except for small di-interstitials, be it @ or #.
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4 conclusions
A novel computational method based on graph theory has been used to characterize the cluster mor-
phologies based on the constituent homogeneous components of defect clusters. The method has been
applied to study morphologies of 574 clusters formed in 49 collision cascades in W at 100 keV and 200
keV using three different potentials viz. DND-BN [34, 35], JW [33] and M-S [40, 29]. We have quan-
tified the distribution of cluster morphologies, their sizes and deviation from primary SIA dumbbell
/ crowdion configurations for the large dataset generated from cascade simulations using the three
potentials.
The cluster morphologies are dominated by components composed of parallel bundles of SIAs for
all the three potentials present in both 〈111〉 and 〈100〉 orientations which is in agreement with the
prior simulations [19, 30] and experiments [28]. In addition to these the presence of C15-like rings and
their basis 2D rings is also observed. We also report some specific morphologies that are distinct from
these and are combinations of the rings and parallel bundles. The important distinctions observed in
potentials are as follows:
• Around 95% of clustered defects for JW and DND-BN are present in parallel components, while
for M-S the value is comparatively low, around 70% in 100 keV and 80% in 200 keV (Figure 2(c)).
• Clusters with multiple parallel components (||//) are almost exclusively present only in DND-BN
at 100 keV. At 200 keV they dominate over the parallel 〈111〉 clusters (||) for DND-BN and they
increase starkly in number for the JW potential (Figure 2(b-ii)). Note that the sizes of the multiple
parallel clusters (||//) are much larger than those of the single parallel clusters in 〈111〉 (||) and
〈100〉 orientation (||−!) (Figure 4(a, b & c)). The number of components in these clusters goes up
to six.
• The fraction of defects in glissile 〈111〉 parallel clusters (||) decrease with energy for both JW and
DND-BN while for M-S it is the opposite. This decrease in JW and DND-BN is compensated by
increase in clusters with multiple parallel components (||//).
• Most of the parallel clusters in 〈111〉 orientation (||) are di-interstitial for M-S (Figure 4(a)). The
biggest clusters having single parallel component are formed with DND-BN both for 〈111〉 (||)
and 〈100〉 orientation (||−!).
• The ring shaped clusters (@) are notably high for M-S (Figure 2(b-iv)). In JW, the non-parallel
clusters are limited to size two or size three and no cluster with parallel as well as ring type
component is formed.
• Non-collinearity of lattice points for SIAs and deviation from primary alignments are least in JW
in almost all the classes.
With the distribution of cluster morphologies, a good idea of micro-structural changes due to pri-
mary radiation damage is obtained. However, the behavior of these structures such as diffusion profile,
morphological stability and interaction with each other and with grain boundaries, etc. need to be sys-
tematically studied across various component sizes. With an understanding of the structure-property
relationships, the significance and implications of the differences shown among potentials would be
more quantifiable. The present comparative study of morphologies across the three inter-atomic poten-
tials can help in validating them by comparison with results from DFT and experiments.
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